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INTRODUCTION
Building a future extension of the Veterans Boulevard corridor from scratch lets the community focus on want
and needs to define the future land use and roadway network. This means engaging with property owners,
developers, government entities, and the general public to understand key issues surrounding development of
the future corridor. The purpose of the Traffic Forecast Summary Report is to document key land use and
roadway network assumptions associated with the development of traffic forecasts along Veterans Boulevard,
as well as the adjacent transportation network. These forecasts are critical to understanding the short‐, mid‐,
and long‐term needs of the corridor, as well as the adjacent transportation system. The following information
provides an overview of the methodology, assumptions, scenarios, and traffic forecasts.

METHODOLOGY & ASSUMPTIONS
The focus area of the traffic forecast development process is generally bounded by Sheyenne Street/CR 17 to
the west, I‐29 to the east, 40th Avenue S to the north, and 100th Avenue S/CR 14 to the south. The purpose of
looking at this study area was to understand how traffic volumes along Veterans Boulevard (and adjacent
roadways) are impacted depending on changes to the transportation system, as well as to provide quality
control through a screen line check to ensure the model is providing reasonably accurate forecasts. Based on
discussion with the Study Review Committee (SRC), the following preliminary traffic forecast scenarios were
reviewed.
»
»
»
»

2035 Scenario
2045 MTP Scenario
Full Build Scenario
Full Build with Transit Orientated Veterans Scenario

The first step in this process was to review the traffic analysis zone (TAZ) socio‐economic data within the
regional travel demand model. A summary of this process and key assumptions are outlined within the Veterans
Blvd Corridor Extension Study TAZ Socioeconomic Memo prepared by MetroCOG and dated October 2020 (see
Appendix). The second step in this process was for SRF to incorporate these socio‐economic changes into the
regional travel demand model and run each scenario. As part of this step, the MTP fiscally constrained
transportation network was utilized. Note that minor updates to the model were incorporated to account for
recent transportation network improvements, such as Sheyenne Street and Veterans Boulevard (north of 40th
Avenue S ), 52nd Avenue S, and 40th Avenue S (west of Veterans Boulevard), which did not reflect current
conditions.
The assumed roadway network and associated traffic forecasts for these preliminary scenarios, which are shown
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, were then shared with the SRC to determine the need for additional scenarios.
Based on this discussion, additional scenarios were agreed upon by the SRC to provide further insight into the
future transportation needs along Veterans Boulevard, as well as the adjacent transportation network. These
additional scenarios focused on a realistic development and transportation network under year 2035 conditions,
as well as a full‐build out of the transportation network. Minor model adjustments were added for these
additional scenarios.
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Figure 1: Preliminary Scenarios ‐ Roadway Network Assumptions
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Figure 2: Preliminary Scenarios ‐ Traffic Forecasts
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The additional scenarios reviewed and key transportation network assumptions for each are outlined as follows:
»

2035 Scenario 1
o Extension of Veterans Boulevard to 76th Avenue S
o Extension of 45th Street S to 76th Avenue S
o Extension of 38th Street S to 64th Avenue S
o Overpass at 64th Avenue S
o Interchange at 76th Avenue S

»

2035 Scenario2
o Same as Scenario 1, but “No” interchange at 76th Avenue S
o Interchange at 64th Avenue S

»

Full Build Scenario 3A
o Extension of Veterans Boulevard to 100th Avenue S
o Extension of 45th Street S to 100th Avenue S
o Extension of 38th Street S to 100th Avenue S
o Overpass at 64th Avenue S
o Interchange at 76th Avenue S
o Expanded east‐west corridors at 64th Avenue S, 76th Avenue S, and 88th Avenue S
o “No” overpass at 88th Avenue S

»

Full Build Scenario 3B
o Extension of Veterans Boulevard to 100th Avenue S
o Extension of 45th Street S to 100th Avenue S
o Extension of 38th Street S to 100th Avenue S
o Interchange at 64th Avenue S
o Interchange at 76th Avenue S
o Expanded east‐west corridors at 64th Avenue S, 76th Avenue S, and 88th Avenue S
o “No” overpass at 88th Avenue S

»

Full Build Scenario 4
o Same as Scenario 3, but “No” Veterans Boulevard connection between 52nd Avenue and 64th Avenue

A visual illustration of these additional scenarios is provided in Figure 3. Note that these additional scenarios (1
thru 4) represent the most realistic forecasts for the study area and include the most refined data. Therefore,
more weight should be given towards these scenarios, as opposed to the preliminary scenarios investigated.
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TRAFFIC FORECASTS
A summary of the traffic forecasts for each of the additional scenarios are illustrated in Figure 4. The traffic
forecasts specifically along Veterans Boulevard for these additional scenarios are also summarized in Table 1.
Based on the traffic forecasts summarized in Table 1, future average daily traffic volumes along Veterans
Boulevard are expected to range from approximately 5,600 vehicles per day (vpd) up to approximately 18,900
vpd, depending on the scenario. The transportation network and socio‐economic assumptions associated with
each scenario play a key role in the variation of the future traffic forecasts. However, it should be noted that
2035 Scenario 1 and 2035 Scenario 2 are the most reasonable near‐term traffic forecasts, while the Full Build
Scenario 3 forecasts are the most reasonable long‐term forecasts. It is important to note that Full Build Scenario
4 was reviewed to determine the need and impacts associated without having a continuous Veterans Boulevard
corridor. Under Scenario 4, volumes that would have been along Veterans Boulevard between 52nd Avenue S
and 64th Avenue S generally go to Sheyenne Street or disperse along roadways to the east, such as 64th Avenue
S, 76th Avenue S, and 45th Street S.
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Figure 3: Additional Scenarios ‐ Roadway Network Assumptions (Scenarios 1 thru 4)
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Figure 4: Additional Scenarios ‐ Traffic Forecasts (Scenarios 1 thru 4)
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Table 1: Veterans Boulevard Traffic Forecasts

Segment of Veterans Boulevard

2035
Scenario 1

Average Daily Traffic Volumes by Scenario
2035
Full Build
Full Build
Scenario 2
Scenario 3A
Scenario 3B

Full Build
Scenario 4

40th Avenue to 52nd Avenue

7,500

6,100

10,200

9,500

10,200

52nd Avenue to 64th Avenue

11,200

7,400

15,600

13,300

0

64th Avenue to 76th Avenue

5,600

5,600

18,900

18,000

14,600

76th Avenue to 88th Avenue

N/A

N/A

14,600

13,700

14,600

88th Avenue to 100th Avenue

N/A

N/A

8,200

7,000

8,200

SUMMARY
Based on the traffic forecasts, a two‐lane with turn lanes or a three‐lane facility along Veterans Boulevard would
be expected to provide adequate capacity for the foreseeable future and likely accommodate the full‐build
condition as the area is fully developed and the transportation network is built out. However, preservation of
right‐of‐way for future expansion to a four‐ or five‐lane facility should be considered depending on the future
vision of the corridor and the street typology desired to serve adjacent land use. Furthermore, having a
continuous north‐south connection along Veterans Boulevard helps minimize any diversion to adjacent corridors
and provides good roadway continuity in the area. Specific roadway geometry and traffic controls will be
evaluated as part of the alternative intersection capacity evaluation.
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